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1. Introduction 
The pixon concept was introduced by Pina and Puetter in 1993. The pixon they introduced 
was a set of disjoint regions with constant shapes and variable sizes. Their pixon 
definition scheme was a local convolution between a kernel function and a pseudo image. 
The drawback of this scheme was that after selecting the kernel function, the shape of the 
pixons could not vary. Yang and Jiang presented a new pixon definition scheme, whose 
shape and size can vary simultaneously. They also used the anisotropic diffusion equation 
to form the pixons and finally they have combined the pixon concept and MRF for 
segmentation of the images. Recently, another well-behaved pixon-based image 
representation is proposed [Lei Lin et al., 2008]. In their presented scheme the pixons 
combined with their attributes and adjacencies construct a graph, which represents the 
observed image. They used a Fast QuadTree Combination (FQTC) algorithm to extract the 
good pixon-representation. These techniques integrated into MRF model. The main 
disadvantage of MRF-based methods is that in these algorithms the minimization 
problem of objective function is very time consuming. The most novel method which uses 
pixon concept to segment the images is introduced by Hassanpour et al. In this method, 
first a pre-processing step is performed which applies the wavelet thresholding technique. 
This step is suitable for image smoothing due to the noise reduction property of wavelet 
thresholding. To avoid over-smoothed problem, the value of the threshold must be 
assigned properly. Then, the pixon-based algorithm is used to form and extract the 
pixons. Finally, the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm is applied to segment the image. The 
advantage of using pixons is that after forming the pixons the decision level changes from 
pixels to pixons and this decreases the computational time, because of the fewer number 
of pixons compared to number of pixels. This is the key aspect of pixon-based algorithms 
in image segmentation. 
2. Pixon-based methods 
2.1 Traditional Pixon-Based method (TPB) 
The TPB method is known as one of the simplest pixon-based approaches applied for image 
segmentation. The method is mainly composed of two following steps: (1) form the pixons, 
and (2) segment the image.  
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2.1.1 Description of pixon model 
In any pixon definition scheme, the ability to control the number of degrees of freedom used 
to model the image is the key aspect. In other word, the pixon definition scheme should 
yield an optimum scale description of the observed image. The pixon definition scheme 
which is used in this method can be described as follows:         
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where IP is the pixon-based image model; m is the number of pixons; Pj is a given pixon, 
which is made up of a set of connected pixels, a single pixel or even a sub-pixel. The mean 
value of the connected pixels making up of the pixon is defined as the pixon intensity. Both 
the shape and size of each pixon vary according to the observed image. After the pixon-
based image model is defined, the image segmentation problem is transformed into a 
problem of labeling pixons. The procedure to determine the set of pixons, i. e. their shape 
and size, can be divided into three steps: 1) obtain a pseudo image, which has at least the 
same resolution as the observed image; 2) use an anisotropic diffusion filter to form the 
pixons; and 3) use a simple hierarchical clustering algorithm to extract the pixons. 
Obtaining the Pseudo Image; The pseudo image is a basic image to form the pixons and to 
obtain a segmented image, which is derived from the observed image. Suppose the 
dimension of the observed image is  DM × DN, then the dimension of the pseudo image can 
be lDM × lDN , where l = 2n. When n = 0, the pseudo image is the observed image itself. 
When 1n ≥ , the pseudo image can be obtained by the following iterative process 
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Where   0 , 1 ,  , 2 1M Mi D= … × −  and  0 , 1 ,  , 2 1N Nj D= … × − . 
In the above iterative process, 1I  corresponds to the observed image. The essence of the 
process is increasing the resolution through interpolation to describe the image parts, which 
have a lot of details. 
Parameter n is of great importance. If n 1≥ , then the resolution of the pseudo image is 
larger than the original image and the finally pixons formed are probable to be a sub-pixel. 
So, it determines the smallest size of the pixons. In the image parts, where the intensities of 
nearing pixels are similar, which means having little information, the intensity of newly 
inserted pixels will be similar with the intensities of the pixels in the observed image, from 
which the new pixels are obtained through interpolation. 
So there is a little difference whether the pixons are derived from the original observed 
image or interpolated pseudo image. However, in the image parts, where have a lot of 
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details, it will be better to derive the pixons from the interpolated pseudo image than from 
the original observed image. So, it is probable that a pixon is a sub-pixel to fully model the 
corresponding image parts. Therefore, if the image has many details, it should be large, 
otherwise it should be small. In current implementation, we let  n 0= . 
Formulation of Pixon; To form the pixons based on the pseudo image, let us consider the 
following anisotropic diffusion equation [Perona & Malik, 1990]: 
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where C(x,y,t)is the diffusion coefficient, which controls the diffusion strength. 
The partial differential equation is used to model the heat diffusion process. In regions with 
a large diffusion coefficient, the temperature tends to be uniform. While temperature 
differences will be retained in regions with small diffusion coefficients. We can view the 
pseudo image intensity as the temperature of the temperature field and the transformation 
of the gradient as the diffusion coefficient. The transformation function is 
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 (4) 
where K  is a constant. 
To be convenient, the solution of the diffusion equation is called solution image. In the 
solution image, the intensity of the regions having less information (having fewer edges) 
will tend to be uniform and vice versa. So, the “regions” having similar intensity in the 
solution image can be regarded as the pixons in our image model. The diffusion equation 
can be approximately solved by the following discrete formulation:  
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To ensure the convergence of the above iteration process, the parameter tΔ  should not be 
too large (here,   t 0.25Δ =  ). Larger values of K  increase the pixon size. To describe the 
details of the image, K  could not be too large (here K 5= ) 
Extraction of the Pixons; After forming the pixons according to the pseudo image, a 
segmentation method is applied based on hierarchical clustering to extract them. For this 
purpose, initially each pixel represents a cluster. Then the clusters are merged according to 
their intensities and made greater pixons. The mean value of the connected pixels making 
up of the pixon is defined as the pixon intensity. Both the shape and size of each pixon can 
vary according to the observed image. 
To stop the algorithm, a threshold value, T, is assigned and the mergence process iterates 
until the difference between intensities of two adjacent pixons would be smaller than the 
threshold value (here, T = 10).  
The pixon-based image model is represented by a graph structure G = (Q,E)  , where Q is the 
finite set of vertices of the graph and E is the set of edges of the graph (Figure 1). 
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                                     (a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Pixon model of image, and (b) the corresponding graph structure 
After the pixon-based image model is defined, the image segmentation problem is 
transformed into a problem of labeling pixons. 
While the pixons are extracted, the image is divided into a set of disjoint regions. The 
extraction of pixons can be considered as a primary segmentation. In TPB method, to obtain 
the final segmented image, the combination of pixons is continued until the end condition of 
process occurs. This condition is the number of segments in final segmentation purpose. 
2.2 MPB method 
Pixon-based image segmentation using Markov Random Field (MRF) model is presented by 
(Lei Lin, et al 2008). In this method, first an image is expressed as a pixon-based model. As 
we said before, pixons are a set of disjoint regions with variable shape and size. These 
pixons are combined with their attributes and adjacencies construct a graph which 
represents the observed images. Then using this pixon-representation, a Markov Random 
Field (MRF) model is presented to segment the images.  
In current procedure, a set of significant attributes of pixons and edges are introduced into 
the pixon-representation. These attributes are integrated into the MRF model and the 
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Bayesian framework to obtain a weighted pixon-based algorithm. Also, a Fast Quad Tree 
Combination (FQTC) algorithm is used to extract the good pixon representation. 
2.2.1 Definition of pixon representation 
Definition 1. Let { }i MX X i 1= =   be the set of all the image pixels. A subset of X is a pixon if 
and only if all the pixels in it are connected. A pixon is then denoted by { } ii ij nP X  j 1= = . 
An attribute vector of the pixon is extracted from the observed image 
 2( ,  ,  ,  , ,  )i i i i i i iP n b max min μ σ=
K
 (6) 
where in  is the number of pixels in iP , ib  is the perimeter of iP  , namely the length of the 
boundary between iP  and the other part of the observed image, i imax ,  min , iǍ  and 2iσ  
are the maximum, minimum, mean and variance of the observed image intensities in iP , 
respectively. Let ijI(x )  denotes the image intensity on the pixel ijx . The attributes of the 
pixon intensity can be obtained by  
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Definition 2. A set of pixons, { }i NP i 1= =  , is a pixon-representation if and only if 
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The above definition shows that the pixon-representation segments the image into a set of 
disjoint regions. A set of edges, E , can be acquired from these regions, 
 { }  | ,      ,     ij i j i jE E P P P and P P are adjacent= ∈  (9) 
 
where iP  and jP  are adjacent if ik iX  P∃ ∈  and ji jX  P∈ , which are neighboring pixels to 
each other in the image. 
The strength of an edge can be defined as the length of the boundary between the two 
adjacent pixons, which is denoted by 
ijb , so i ij
j
b b=∑ . An attribute vector, ijeK , is used to 
denote all the attributes of an edge. 
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The pixons and edges, combined with their attribute vectors, construct a graph, { }G P,  E= , 
which represents the observed image, as shown in Fig. 2.  
2.2.2 Shortest pixon-representation with respect to a discriminant 
There are two trivial pixon-representations, { }0P X=  and { }{ }1 i iP x |x X= ∈ . The former 
takes all the image pixels as one pixon; the latter takes each pixel as a pixon, which is a 
lossless representation. In order to represent the image using as few pixons as possible while 
limiting the representation error, the shortest pixon-representation with respect to a 
discriminant is defined. 
 
                         
                                     (a)                                                                               (b) 
Fig. 2. An example of Pixon-Representation. (a) The Pixon map, in which the boundaries 
between adjacent Pixons are shown; and (b) The corresponding graph, which combines the 
attribute vectors of Pixons and edges to represent the observed image. 
Definition 3. A function ( )f p 0≥  of pixons is a pixon error function if and only if 
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i
i j i j
f p if P x
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Definition 4. For a given pixon error function, ( )f . ,  and a non-negative constant, T,  the 
inequality, ( )f . T≤ , defines a pixon discriminant. 
Definition 5. A pixon-representation is called the shortest pixon representation with respect 
to a given discriminant, ( )f . T≤ , if its number of pixons is least among all the pixon-
representation satisfying ( )i iP   P ,  f P T. ∀ ∈ ≤  
In general, using the pixon attribute vector to describe the region of the observed image will 
loss some information, so a pixon error function is used to denote the error between the 
pixon and the region of the observed image. In this method error function is defined as 
( )i i i f P  max min= − . With a given discriminant ( )f . T≤  the shortest pixon-representation 
use the least number of pixons to represent the image, so we consider it the best pixon-
representation whose pixons’ errors do not exceed the threshold, T . 
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2.2.3 Extraction of pixon-representation 
The shortest pixon-representation with respect to a discriminant is not unique, as shown in 
Fig. 3. And it is hard to extract the shortest one from a large and complex image. In this 
section, an approach to extract a GOOD pixon-representation is presented, which combines 
the adjacent pixons of the lossless pixon-representation, { }{ }1 i iP x |x X= ∈  , iteratively, until 
no pixons can be combined considering the given discriminant. The obtained good pixon-
representation is dependent on the order of combination besides the discriminant. 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 3. The non-uniqueness of the Shortest Pixon-Representation. (a) Observed image, whose 
pixel intensities are among 100, 150, and 200; (b), (c) and (d) are three of its shortest Pixon-
Representations when ( )i i if P  max min   50= − ≤   is given as a discriminant. The black lines 
overlapping on the image are the boundaries of Pixons. 
2.2.3.1 Combination of adjacent pixons 
The adjacent pixons in a pixon-representation, { }G P,  E= , can be combined to form a new 
pixon, denoted by new i jP  P    P  = ⊕ , whose attribute vector, newP
K
, can be obtained from iP
K
 
and jP
K
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 (11) 
where ijb  is the edge strength, i.e. the length of the boundary between iP  and jP . 
It can be proved that { }i jP   P  ,  P−  + { }newP   is still a pixon-representation. And the edge set 
of the new pixon-representation can be obtained from E  by combining the edges connecting 
the same two pixons after the pixon combination. 
2.2.3.2 Combination-based extraction of pixon-representation 
Given a discriminant, ( )f . T≤ , the edge error function is defined as ( )E ij i jf E f(P P )= ⊕ . 
Since { }{ }1 i iP x |x X= ∈  satisfies all the discriminants, the shortest pixon-representation 
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with respect to ( )f . T≤  can be extracted by combining the pixons of 1P , the lossless 
representation, until all error function values of the edges are larger than T . 
In fact, the pixon-representation obtained by combination scheme may not always be the 
shortest, which is dependent on the order of combinations. However, it is a substitute to the 
shortest, for the number of pixons has been sharply cut down. 
2.2.3.3 Fast Quad Tree Combination algorithm 
A fast Quad Tree combination algorithm is used to extract the shortest pixon-representation 
here. Firstly, a QuadTree-based multi-resolution pixon-representation is constructed, as 
shown in Fig. 4.  
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 4. The QuadTree-based multi-resolution Pixon-Representation. (a) Coarsest scale Pixon-
Representation which uses the whole image as one Pixon; (b), (c), (d) is the followed scale  
pixon-Representation, which are obtained by subdividing each square of the coarser scale 
into four equal squares. The square in the finest scale only includes one pixel. 
Then a initial pixon-representation with respect to ( ) qt qt f . T ,  T [0,T]≤ ∈ , is extracted by 
coarse-to-fine selecting a set of disjoint squares from the multi-resolution pixon-
representation, which satisfy ( ) qtf . T≤ . Finally, the pixons connected by the edge with the 
minimal edge error are combined iteratively, until the minimal edge error is larger than  T . 
If the image region is not a square whose edge length is the power of 2, the multi-resolution 
pixon-representation can be constructed as follows. Firstly, the image is put into a large 
enough square like (a) in Fig. 4. For each scale, the pixon is then defined as the set of pixels 
falling into a square of this scale; the squares including no pixel are ignored. An example 
using the fast Quad Tree combination algorithm is given in Fig. 5, where the error function 
is defined as 
 ( )  i i if P max min= −  (12) 
2.2.4 Image segmentation based on pixon-representation 
In this method, a Markov random field model-based image segmentation approach under 
Bayesian framework is used based on pixon-representation. The noise model of the Bayesian 
framework in this approach is based on the pixel intensity. 
2.2.4.1 Bayesian framework 
Let I be the observed image and S be the segmented image. In the Bayesian segmentation 
framework, the segmented image is obtained by maximizing the posterior probability, 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 5. The fast QuadTree Combination Algorithm. (a) Observed image (13689 Pixels); (b) 
Initial Pixon-Representation (2115 Pixons). (c) Final Pixon-Representation (493 Pixons) after 
iterative Pixon combination; (d) The Pixon size map of the final Pixon-Representation, 
where the image intensity denotes the local Pixon size. The green lines in (b) and (c) are the 
boundaries between adjacent Pixons 
 *
s
S arg  maxP(S|I)=  (13) 
where 
 ( ) ( ) ( )P S|I PI|S P S .∝  (14) 
We assume I   S    N= + , where N  is independent Gaussian white noise. Then the 
conditional probability is 
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where K  is the number of classes, Kƥ  is the set of pixels segmented into the Kth  class, and 
ku  is the intensity mean of pixels in Kƥ . Let { } G P,  E=  be a pixon-representation of  I . 
Since the characteristics of pixels in each pixon are similar, we assume that the pixels in one 
pixon will be segmented into the same class.  So using (7) and (15), we get 
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The computation of ( )P I|S  is simplified since the number of pixons is far less than that of 
pixels. ( ) P S  is the prior probability. In this method, the MRF model based on the pixon-
representation is adopted to define the prior probability distribution as follows. 
2.2.4.2 MRF model based on pixon-representation 
A neighborhood system of the graph, { } G P,  E= , is defined as 
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 ( ) ( ){ }i iN P N P |P P= ∈  (17) 
where 
 ( ) { }i j ijN P P | e E  ,  1 i  N= ∃ ∈ ≤ ≤  (18) 
is the neighborhood of each pixon. 
Let { }1 KΛ ǌ ,   ,  ǌ= …  be the set of possible labels denoting the classes in the segmented 
image and { }1 KL l ,   ,  l= …  be a family of random variables where 1l Λ ∈  denotes the label 
of ith pixon and N  is the number of pixons. The segmented image S  can then be described 
by the event,  L ω= , since we assume that the pixels in one pixon will be segmented into the 
same class. 
Let Ω be the set of all possible configurations, ( ){ }1 N iΩ   ω ω ,   ,  ω |ω Λ . L= = … ∈  is a MRF 
with respect to the neighborhood, N(P) , if 
 ( ) P L ω 0 ,  ω= > ∀ ∈Ω  (19) 
 ( ) ( )i i j j i j i i j j j i i P l ω|l ω  ,  P P P l ω|l ω  ,  P N(P ) ,    P P and ω Ω = = ≠ = = = ∈ ∀ ∈ ∈  (20) 
where P(.)  and P(.|.)  are the joint and conditional probability density functions, 
respectively. 
The configurations of MRF obey a Gibbs distribution [Hammersley & Clifford, 1971] 
 ( )P ω 1 /Z.exp( U(ω) /T)= −  (21) 
where Z  is a normalizing constant and T is a constant called temperature.  U(ω)  is the 
energy function, which is a sum of clique potentials cV (ω)  on all possible cliques, i.e. 
 ( )
 
( )c
c C
U Vω ω
∈
=∑  (22) 
In this method, the set of cliques is defined as 
 { } ( ){ }| , i i i i iC c c P N P P P= = ∈∪  (23) 
where each pixon in { } G P,  E=  defines one clique. And the clique potential is defined by 
 ( ) ( )
( )
,  ,  ,  
i
ij i
ic c e ij i j p i j ij
P N P
V w P w b b b w P Pω η
∈
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑
K K K
 (24) 
where ijη  is a binary variable which has the value 1 if iP  and jP  have the same label and 
the value 0 otherwise; ic iw P n
⎛ ⎞ =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
K
 is the clique weight; ( )e ij i j ij iw b ,  b ,  b b / b=  is the 
normalized edge weight; and
p i j i j w P ,P 1/|Ǎ Ǎ |⎛ ⎞ = −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
K K
 is the pixon distance weight that 
denotes the difference of image characteristics between two pixons. 
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In all, the prior probability is defined as 
 ( ) ( )
( )
1 1
exp(     )
| |
i ij i
ij ij
i
i i jP P P N P
b
P S P n
Z T b
ηω μ μ∈ ∈
= = − −∑ ∑  (25) 
2.2.4.3 Optimization 
From (13) and (14), the optimal segmented image can be written as 
 ( ) ( )* arg min( ln | ln  ).
s
S P I S P S= − −  (26) 
Using (16) and (25), the objective function is then obtained, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
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− += = + + −∑ ∑ ∑  (27) 
where α 1 / T=  is a weight of MRF model, which denotes the tradeoff between the fidelity 
to the observed image and the smoothness of the segmented image. The constant term has 
been removed from the objective function. 
The class number K  and the weight α  are given before optimization. The initial segmented 
image is obtained using Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering, and the initial parameters of each 
class are estimated from the initial segmented image, i.e. the means ku  and variances k σ . 
Then the threshold T  is computed, the value of T  should not be too large, otherwise the 
pixon will contain many pixels which actually belong to two different classes. So we using 
follow empirical function: 
 
0 ,  , min ( )i j i ji k K i jT u u σ σ< ≤ ≠= − − −  (28) 
Finally, the segmented image and the parameters are optimized, simultaneously. 
Let i ,newF(ω,  I )  denote the objective function value when the ith label of ω  is changed into 
i ,newI  and i ,newƦF(ω,  I )  denote ( )i ,new  F ω,  I F(ω)− . The optimization is described as 
follows 
1. Initialize the number of classes K ; the total number of iteration NUM ; 1 ku ,   ,  u… and 
1 kσ ,   ,  σ…  according to an initial segmentation, which is obtained using FCM method; 
compute the threshold T ; and the iteration index j   0= ; 
2. Extraction of pixon-representation, then initialize the pixon-based image model: assign 
a label kǌ  to each pixon P , which minimizes the expression lP k|Ǎ u |−  
3. Find the best label for each pixon, i ,bestl ,  1 i N≤ ≤ , which minimizes i ,newƦF(ω,  I ) . 
4. Find the min,bestƦF(ω,  I ) , satisfying ( ) ( )min,best i ,bestƦF ω,  I ƦF ω,  I ,  1 i N≤ ≤ ≤  
5. If ( )min,bestƦF ω,  I 0<  and j   NUM< , go to step 4, otherwise stop iteration. 
6. Update the best label of each pixon and re-estimate k ku ,  σ  using new ω . 
7.  j   j   1= + , Go to step 3. 
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In fact, ( )i ,bestƦF ω,  I  can be calculated using the correlative terms with the ith label in  F(x) , 
i.e. 
 ( ) ( ),
,
,
2
2
,
, 2
( )
,      ln    
| |2
i new
i new
ij ii new
i l i i ij j ij ij new
i i new i l
i j i jP N Pl
u n b n b
F I n
b b
μ σ ηω σ α μ μσ ∈
⎛ ⎞− + ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ −⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
∑  (29) 
2.3 WPB method 
Pixon-based approach using wavelet thresholding is a recently developed image 
segmentation method [Hassanpour et al, 2009]. In this method, a wavelet thresholding 
technique is initially applied on the image to reduce noise and to slightly smooth the image. 
This technique causes an image not to be oversegmented when the pixon-based method is 
used. Indeed, the wavelet thresholding, as a pre-processing step, eliminates the unnecessary 
details of the image and results in a fewer pixon number, faster performance and more 
robustness against unwanted environmental noises. The image is then considered as a 
pixonal model with a new structure. The obtained image is segmented using the hierarchical 
clustering method (Fuzzy C-Means algorithm). 
2.3.1 Pre-Processing step 
As mentioned above, the wavelet thresholding technique is used as a pre-processing step in 
order to smooth the image. For this purpose, by choosing an optimal wavelet level and an 
appropriate mother wavelet, the image is decomposed into different channels, namely low-
low, low-high, high-low and high-high (LL, LH, HL, HH respectively) channels and their 
coefficients are extracted in each level. The decomposition process can be recursively 
applied to the low frequency channel (LL) to generate decomposition at the next level. The 
suitable threshold is achieved using one of the different thresholding methods and then 
details coefficients cut with this threshold. Then, inverse wavelet transform is performed 
and smoothed image is reconstructed. 
2.3.1.1 Wavelet thresholding technique 
Thresholding is a simple non-linear technique which operates on the wavelet coefficients. In 
this technique, each coefficient is cut by comparing to a value as the threshold. The 
coefficients which are smaller than the threshold are set to zero and the others are kept or 
modified by considering the thresholding method. Whereas the wavelet transform is good 
for energy compaction, the small coefficients are considered as noise and large coefficients 
indicate important signal features [Gupta & kaur, 2002]. Therefore, these small coefficients 
can be cut with no effect on the significant features of the image. 
Let i , jX   {X ,   i,  j   1,  2 M}= = …  denotes the M M×  matrix of the original image. The two 
dimensional orthogonal Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) matrix and its inverse are 
implied by W  and 1  W− , respectively. After applying the wavelet transform to the image 
matrix X, this matrix is subdivided into four sub-bands namely LL, HL, LH and HH [Burrus 
et al., 1998]. 
Whereas the LL channel possesses the main information of the image signal, we apply the 
hard or soft thresholding technique to the other three sub-bands which contain the details 
coefficients. The outcome matrix which is produced after utilizing the thresholding level is 
denoted as Lˆ  matrix. Finally, the smoothed image matrix can be obtained as follows:  
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 1ˆ ˆX W L−=  (30) 
The brief description of the hard thresholding is as follows: 
 ( )                          
0                    
Y if Y T
Y
otherrwise
γ ⎧ >⎪=⎨⎪⎩
 (31) 
where Y  is an arbitrary input matrix, ( )γ Y  is the hard thresholding function which is 
applied on Y , and T  indicates the threshold value. Using this function, all coefficients less 
than the threshold are replaced with zero and other coefficients are kept unchanged.  
 The soft thresholding acts similar to the hard one, except that in this method the values 
above the threshold are reduced by the amount of the threshold. The following equation 
implies the soft thresholding function: 
 ( ) ( )( )                         
0                                            
sign Y Y T if Y T
Y
otherrwise
η ⎧ − >⎪=⎨⎪⎩
 (32) 
where Y  is the arbitrary input matrix, ( )η Y  is the soft thresholding function and T  
indicates the threshold value. The researchs indicates that the soft thresholding method is 
more desirable in comparison with the hard one because of its better visual performance. 
The hard thresholding method may cause some discontinuous points in the image and this 
event may be a discouraging factor for the performance of our segmentation. 
Three methods are presented to calculate the threshold value, namely Visushrink, 
Bayesshrink and Sureshrink. The method Visushrink is based on applying the universal 
threshold [Donoho & Johnstone, 1994]. This thresholding is given by  σ 2logM   where  σ   
is standard deviation of noise and M  is the number of pixels in the image. This threshold 
does not adapt well with discontinuities in the image. Sureshrink is also a practical wavelet 
procedure, but it uses a local threshold estimated adaptively for each level [Jansen, 2001]. 
The Bayesshrink rule uses a Bayesian mathematical framework for images to derive 
subband-dependent thresholds. These thresholds are nearly optimal for soft thresholding, 
because the wavelet coefficients in each subband of a natural image can be summarized 
adequately by a Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD) [Chang et al., 2000]. 
2.3.1.2 Algorithm and results 
Our implementations on several different types of images show that "Daubechies" is one of 
the most suitable wavelet filters for this purpose. An image is decomposed, in our case, up 
to 2 levels using 8-tap Daubechies wavelet filter. The amount of the threshold is assigned by 
the Bayesshrink rule and this value may be different for each image. This algorithm can be 
expressed as follows. First image is decomposed into four different channels, namely LL, 
LH, HL and HH. Then the soft thresholding function is applied on these channels, except on 
LL. Finally the smoothed image is reconstructed by inverse wavelet transform. Figure 6 
shows the result of applying wavelet thresholding on the Baboon image. It can be inferred 
from this figure that the resulted image has fewer discontinuities than the original image 
and its smoothing degree increased and will be resulted in a fewer number of pixons. 
In order to obtain a better view about pixonal image, we indicate the effect of pixon forming 
stage on an arbitrary image. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the boundaries between the adjacent 
pixons are sketched so that the image segments are more proper. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. Result of applying wavelet thresholding technique on Baboon image: (a) Original 
image, and (b) smoothed image 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. The effect of applying the pixon forming algorithm to the baboon image: (a) The 
original image, (b) the output image with boundaries between pixons  
2.3.2 Image Segmentation using pixon method 
In this approach the wavelet thresholding technique is used as a pre-processing step to 
make the image smoothed. This technique is applied on the wavelet transform coefficients 
of image using the soft thresholding function. The output of pre-processing step is then used 
in the pixon formulation stage. In TPB algorithm, after obtaining the pseudo image, the 
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anisotropic diffusion equation was used to form the pixons. In WPB algorithm, utilizing the 
wavelet thresholding method as a pre-processing stage eliminates the necessity of using the 
diffusion equations. After forming and extracting the pixons, the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 
algorithm is used to segment the image. The FCM algorithm is an iterative procedure 
described in the following [Fauzi & Lewis, 2003].  
Given M  input data m {x ;m 1,  ...,M}= , the number of clusters C (2 C  )M≤ < , and the fuzzy 
weighting exponent w,  1       w ∞< < , initialize the fuzzy membership functions (0)c,mu  with 
c   1,  ...,C=  and m   1,  ...,M=  which are the entry of a C M×  matrix (0)U . The following 
procedure is performed for iteration  l   1,2,  ... = : 
1. Calculate the fuzzy cluster centers lcv  with  
M M
w w
c c,m m c,m
m 1 m 1
v (u ) x  /    (u )    
= =
= ∑ ∑  
2. Update (l)U  with  
2C
c,m w 1
c,m
i,mi 1
d
u 1 / ( )
d
−
=
= ∑   where 2 2i ,m m i(d ) x v= −  and  .  is any inner 
product induced norm. 
3. Compare  (l)U   with  (l 1) U +  in a convenient matrix norm. If  (l 1) (l)U  U  ε+ − ≤   stop; 
otherwise return to step 1. 
The value of the weighting exponent, w determines the fuzziness of the clustering decision. 
A smaller value of w, i.e. w is close to unity, will give the zero/one hard decision 
membership function, and a larger w corresponds to a fuzzier output. Our experimental 
results suggest that w = 2 is a good choice. 
Figure 8 illustrates this method block diagram. 
3. Evaluation of the pixon-based methods 
In this section the pixon-based image segmentation methods are applied on several standard 
images and the results of these implementations are extracted. For this purpose, commonly 
used images such as baboon, pepper and cortex are selected and the performance of 
applying the mentioned methods on them is compared. In order to evaluate these methods 
numerically, several experiments have been carried out on different standard images and 
some criteria such as number of the pixons in image, pixon to pixel ratio, normalized 
variance and computational time are used which are introduced in following. 
3.1 Measurements 
Computational time; In most applications, the time which is consumed to perform 
algorithms is an important parameter to evaluate them. So, researchers always seek to 
decrease the computational time. 
Number of pixons and pixon to pixel ratio; As expressed previously, after forming the 
pixons, the image segmentation problem transformed to labeling the pixons. So, decrement 
in the number of pixons and related pixon to pixel ratio results in a decrement in 
computational time. Certainly it should be noted that the details of the image do not 
eliminate in this way. 
Variance and Normalized Variance; One of the most important parameters used to 
evaluate the performance of image segmentation methods is the variance of each segment. 
The smaller value of this parameter implies the more homogeneity of the region and 
consequently the better segmentation results. Assume that after the segmentation process, 
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Fig. 8. The block diagram of the proposed method 
the images are divided into K  segments with different average values which we have 
called these segments as “Classes”. In addition to the typical variance, the normalized 
variance of each image can be calculated. If  kN  and V(k)  denotes the number of the pixels 
and the variance of each class respectively, the normalized variance of each image can be 
determined as below: 
 * 1
2
 VV
V
=  (33) 
where  
 1
1
( )K k
k
N V k
V
N=
=∑  (34) 
and 
 
( ) 2
2
1
( , ) 
K
k
I x y M
V
N=
−=∑  (35) 
In the above equations, k  denotes the number of classes, ( )I x,y  is the gray level intensity, 
M and N  are the averaged value and the number of pixels in each image respectively. 
3.2 Experimental results    
In this section, results of applying the TPB, MPB and WPB methods on several standard 
images are considered. Figs. 9(a), 10(a) and 11(a) are the Baboon, Pepper and Cortex images 
used in this experiment. Figs. 9(b), 10(b), 11(b) and 9(c), 10(c), 11(c) show the segmentation 
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results of TPB and PMB methods, respectively. The segmentation results of WPB method are 
illustrated in Figs. 9(d), 10(d) and 11(d). As shown in these figures, the homogeneity of 
regions and the discontinuity between adjacent regions, which are two main criteria in 
image segmentation, are enhanced in WPB method. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 9. Segmentation results of the Baboon image: (a) Original image, (b) TPB's method, (c) 
WPB's method, and (d) WPB's method 
In addition, several experiments have been carried out on the different images and the 
average results are drawn in several tables. In Table 1, the number of pixons and the ratio of 
Pixon-Pixel in the three methods are shown. As can be seen from this table we can find that 
these parameters are decreased significantly in WPB method in comparison with two other 
methods which resulted from applying wavelet thresholding technique before forming 
pixons. Table 2 shows the computational time required of the three methods (Intel(R) 
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 2.20 GHz processor, with MATLAB 7.4). By using pixon concept with 
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wavelet thresholding technique in the WPB method, the computational cost is sharply 
reduced. Since the MRF technique, because of its complicated mathematical equations, is a 
time consuming process, the MPB method expends much time compared to TPB method. 
In this experience, after the segmentation process, the images are divided into three 
segments or Classes. The variance and average of each class are listed in Tables 3-5, for 
mentioned images. In most cases, the variance values of the classes of different images in 
WPB method are smaller in comparison with the other methods. In order to investigate the 
performance of methods more exact, the normalized variance of each image after applying the  
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
 
Fig. 10. Segmentation results of the Pepper image: (a) Original image, (b) TPB's method, (c) 
MPB's method, and (d) WPB's method 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 11. Segmentation results of the Cortex image: (a) Original image, (b) TPB's method, (c) 
MPB's method, and (d) WPB's method 
three methods are calculated too. The normalized variance results illustrated in the tables 
demonstrate that in the pixon-based approach which used wavelet (WPB method), the 
amount of pixels in each cluster is closer to each other and the areas of images are more 
homogenous.  
 
The number of pixons 
The ratio between the number of 
pixons and pixels Images 
(Size) 
The number 
of pixels TPB's 
method 
MPB's 
method 
WPB's 
method 
TPB's 
method 
MPB's 
method 
WPB's 
method 
Baboon 
(256×256) 
262144 83362 61341 25652 31.8 % 23.4 % 9.79 % 
Pepper 
(256×256) 
262144 31981 24720 13221 12.2 % 9.43 % 5.04 % 
Cortex 
(128×128) 
16384 1819 1687 1523 11.1 % 10.2 % 9.3 % 
 
Table 1. Comparison of the number of pixons and the ratio between the number of pixons 
and pixels, among the three methods 
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Images TPB's method (ms) MPB's method (ms) WPB's method(ms) 
Baboon 18549 19431 15316 
Pepper 15143 17034 13066 
Cortex 702 697 633 
Table 2. Comparison of the computational time, between the three methods 
 
Method Parameter class 1 class 2 class 3 
average 168.06 127.28 84.25 
variance 12.18 11.06 17.36 
TPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0279 
average 167.86 126.45 82.18 
variance 12.05 11.55 16.67 
MPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0259 
average 170.40 128.36 83.95 
variance 11.34 11.46 16.96 WPB method 
Normalized Variance 0.0212 
Table 3. Comparison of variance values of each class, for the three algorithms (Baboon). 
 
Method Parameter class 1 class 2 class 3 
average 190.59 123.29 35.47 
variance 16.64 21.89 21.79 
TPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0263 
average 191.68 125.27 34.39 
variance 16.28 22.66 22.30 
MPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0251 
average 189.75 122.56 37.17 
variance 15.87 22.86 20.30 
WPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0217 
Table 4. Comparison of variance values of each class, for the three algorithms (Pepper). 
 
Method Parameter class 1 class 2 class 3 
average 22.44 93.71 197.23 
variance 12.59 11.67 14.11 TPB's method 
Normalized Variance 0.0131 
average 21.34 91.65 199.50 
variance 12.75 10.33 13.93 
MPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0119 
average 24.25 92.49 196.72 
variance 11.37 10.51 12.81 
WPB's 
method 
Normalized Variance 0.0101 
Table 5. Comparison of variance values of each class, for the three algorithms (Cortex). 
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4. Conclusion 
This chapter provided an introduction to the pixon-based image segmentation methods. The 
pixon is a set of disjoint regions with variable shapes and sizes. Different algorithms were 
introduced to form and extract the pixons. Pixon-based methods were divided into three 
classes: TPB method, which used from the traditional pixon definition to segment the image; 
MPB method, which combined the pixon concept and MRF to obtain the segmented image; 
and WPB method, which segmented the image by a pixon-based approach utilizing the 
wavelet thresholding algorithm. The chapter was concluded with illustration of 
experimental results of applying these methods on different standard images.   
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